2007 nissan sentra starter

A starter that is not working correctly can really ruin your day. If your starter is making a
grinding noise or is not responding when you turn the key, it is time to remove it, have it tested
and more than likely install a new one. The starter motor for your Nissan Sentra can be
purchased new from most auto parts stores or used from a salvage yard. Changing it is fairly
easy, and it will save you having a large repair bill with a mechanic or garage doing the work.
Open the hood of your Sentra and remove the negative terminal from the battery using a
wrench. Set it aside, positioning it so that it cannot make contact with the battery while you
work. Position a jack under the front of the car and lift it off the ground high enough to
comfortably work under it. Position a set of jack stands under the frame to support the car
safely while you are working. Locate the starter on the back of the engine while working from
under the car. Remove the electrical connection at the back of the starter with a wrench and lay
the wire harness aside for now. Remove the mounting bolts, starting with the upper bolt, using
a socket and ratchet. Remove the lower bolts then slide the starter out of the bell housing and
lower it down and out of the engine compartment. Insert the new starter into the bell housing
where you removed the old one and install the lower mounting bolt until it is hand-tight, then
insert the top bolt and tighten both bolts to 85 foot-pounds with a torque wrench. Install the
electrical connections to the back of the new starter and tighten the retaining nut with a wrench
until tight. Do not over-tighten this nut as the housing on the solenoid is plastic and may crack.
Remove the jack stands from the frame and lower the car to the ground. Reinstall the negative
battery terminal on the battery and close the hood. Test the new starter by starting the car. After
many years of working in auto parts and service positions, Killian decided to move into
journalism full-time. He has been published in "1st Responder News" as well as in other trade
magazines and newspapers in the last few years. Step 1 Open the hood of your Sentra and
remove the negative terminal from the battery using a wrench. Step 2 Position a jack under the
front of the car and lift it off the ground high enough to comfortably work under it. Step 3 Locate
the starter on the back of the engine while working from under the car. Step 4 Remove the
mounting bolts, starting with the upper bolt, using a socket and ratchet. Step 5 Insert the new
starter into the bell housing where you removed the old one and install the lower mounting bolt
until it is hand-tight, then insert the top bolt and tighten both bolts to 85 foot-pounds with a
torque wrench. Step 6 Install the electrical connections to the back of the new starter and
tighten the retaining nut with a wrench until tight. The starter system in a Nissan consists of the
battery, ignition relay switch, starter motor and starter solenoid. If one of these components
fails, you Nissan will not start. Fortunately, you can isolate and troubleshoot each component to
quickly determine which component is causing your Nissan not to start properly. Connect the
black lead of your multimeter to the negative battery terminal on your Nissan. Connect the red
lead of your multimeter to the positive battery terminal. Set your multimeter to "20V DC," and
measure the output of your battery. If the battery puts out less than 12 volts of power, it may not
start your engine. Charge the battery until it reads at least 12 volts of power on the multimeter,
and then attempt to start the Nissan. Turn on the headlights on your Nissan, and attempt to start
the vehicle. If the headlights do not dim, the ignition relay switch is defective. If the lights do
dim, the relay switch is working correctly and the problem is elsewhere. Locate the starter
motor and solenoid on the driver's side transmission housing. The starter is mounted to the
housing, and the solenoid mounts to the top of the starter motor. Locate the two metal
connectors on the back of the solenoid. Both connectors have a wire connected to them. Place
the blade of a screwdriver over both connectors at the same time. Signal to the second person
to turn on the ignition key for 10 seconds. The engine will not turn over because you shorted
out the solenoid. However, the starter motor should turn on. If it does and it makes a smooth
humming sound, the starter motor is fine and the solenoid is defective. If the starter motor fails
to turn on or it runs intermittently, the starter motor is defective and the solenoid is most likely
OK. He has extensive experience working in supervisory roles within the wireless and Internet
technologies fields. Silket is pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in business management and network
technologies at Lehigh Carbon Community College. Step 1 Connect the black lead of your
multimeter to the negative battery terminal on your Nissan. Step 2 Turn on the headlights on
your Nissan, and attempt to start the vehicle. Step 3 Locate the starter motor and solenoid on
the driver's side transmission housing. Haynes; Multimeter Screwdriver Second person. When
you test the starter motor, you are not testing the solenoid. If the starter motor is bad, it is still
possible that the solenoid is also bad, however, this is very unlikely. When it's cold in the
morning, when I haven't driven the car for about 4 hours, the car won't start. You can hear the
starter trying, but the car won't go. Sometimes I try so many times that the battery starts to die
down but somehow recharges later. The dealership can't figure it out and I've spent so much
money on it trying to fix perks, but nothing is fixing the problem. Please help. Dustin answered
9 years ago. Justin answered 9 years ago. Have your fuel pressure checked at the rail. This is a

sign of a bad fuel pump. The fuel pressure regulator is in the the pump assembly. The fuel pump
is in tank,but they can test the pressure at the rail using an adapter. Also,while they are at
it,have them do a compression check on all 4 cylinders. Having trouble starting cold can be a
sign of low compression. The FPR is on the rail on these cars, but the pumps are quite garbage
from the factory. There was a recall that is supposed to fix this issue, but it doesn't. A simple
check valve, or an aftermarket fuel pump such as a walboro will fix it though. In order to install a
walbro pump you have to cut up the stock drop in canister,which most people don't want to
bother with. There isn't even a traditional pressure check valve on the rail,you have to use an
adapter on the line itself. Brian answered 9 years ago. I had the same problem man, i have a
Altima. Nissan put a recall out to reprogram the ECU, once they did that it took care of it. Check
it out. Ive been looking for the answer for sometime now. Its not the fuel pump or fuel pressure
regulator. Its simply the timing chain. I just got mine changed and not it starts like a charm. I
was so surprised but it worked. So save your money and go straight to the timing chain. There
are no gaskets except the valve cover the rest is silicone.. Hope this helps. I tried pressing the
gas before starting and nothing just cranks but doesnt start. Battery and fuel pump are good its
only happens when i dont move it for a day or two please help!! Same deal, Sentra. If the
temperature dips below freezing, I have to plug it in, even if it's only 1 or 2 degrees below
freezing. If it's really cold out, forget it. I can plug it in all night and it still won't start. The engine
turns over, it even fires, but it doesn't catch. It's really frustrating. Generally, I let the fuel pump
engage before I start the car. Turn it to "on" second click and let it sit for a few seconds before
turning it to ignition. That helps when it's warm. I am having problems with an nissan sentra se r
spec v. It's been fine untill about a week a go that I had not moved it and when I came to move it
acts like its going to cut off. As I drive it it slowly picks up speed and then it starts to jerk and
shake and acts like its going to cut off. Then it looses power it doesn't want to go try puting it in
gear and press the gas and it moves really slow. Please help!!!!!!! My Nissan Sentra 2. I just
found all these web hits today with same problem all over the place, and I am pissed at Nissan!!
For a while I play this game where I turn key "on" for 3 seconds, then off for 10, repeat 3 total
times. Used to work each time, but then failed. Once I can finally get it started I have to let it
warm up to "operating temperature", then turn car off for 1 minute, then everytime I start after
that it starts with absolutely no problem, unless I go for longer then like hours operating temp
drops. Evententually service light on. Codes say it's the camshaft sensor like everyone else
getting. Because I sometimes had oil changed at local shop and do not have records to prove
all oil changes, NISSAN has the audacity now that I see so many have this problem to blame
sludge on my problem. I have them since , but no more after my Sentra is gone. A friend local
shop just did a variety of work on it last few days have to get list of items. I will ask if he did
timeing chain, as "nissanSentra18" did. Nissan did say something like "sludge can cause timing
chain to stretch, yadda yadda". They just hungry for more money. They said "replace car now
before bigger issues", again wanting more money. Has miles, is 7 years old. My local mech
found no sludge bottom or top ends. Thank you for letting me vent here. I'll update when I have
new news. Mines doing the same thing. Didnt start until we had sub zero temps. Maby the cold
affected how the chain stretched upon fire up? Either way it kicked out a cam sensor code
although i must say i replaced it less than a year ago before it happened again. Anyhow i
replaced it and it wouldnt even try to fire. So i decided today to unplug the cam sensor and try
to fire it up. Aaron answered 6 years ago. Rachel answered 5 years ago. I have 03 Mazda 6 that
won't start when it's cold but starts right up when it's warm I just got the starter fixed and it was
running fine now it doesn't want to start?????? Mohab answered 5 years ago. I also have the
Nissan x trail qr It can't start it is only cranking but signs of starting is there but it is not.
Seerwan answered 5 years ago. I have Nissan Tida, and it does not start up in one click
whatsnext answered 5 years ago. Theres a couple more i most likely forgot but do any of these
items sound familiar? Finally got a hard latched fault of camshaft sensor. Replaced it and the
fault cleared for a week. Spoke with and paid for online expert to tell me to replace the
crankshaft sensor same part number as the camshaft sensor. Replaced and ran fine for a day.
Checked fuel pressure and sending unit found good. Indication became sporadic but starting
was still a roll of the dice. Light went away. Change all plugs anyway. Good for several months.
Back to the light again this time low fuel pressure. Changed fuel sending unit. Good for a month
now the light is back on and still not "latching" a fault and car won't start, it does crank and is
getting fuel and ignition, when it rains or is damp outside, occasionally lol. So here is what I
started with; eng light on-won't start or shutsoff without warning-no "latched fault" code. Here's
where i'm at; eng light on-won't start or shutsoff without warning-no "latched fault" code. O2
sensor was cleaned and reinstalled but thats next on the list. One tech even said the sensors I
replaced were aftermarket and I need to use OEM parts only, that's the number I posted above.
Oh he works at Nissan dealership. I had the same problem. I was gone for two weeks and upon

return I could not start the car. Read this forum. Cleaned the plugs which wasnt the problem as
the car would still not start. Disconnected the intake and exhaust sensor wires Put the wires
back on and it started. I guess I need new sensors? Aleshia answered 5 years ago. Same her 97
Cavalier 22, miles won't start in the cold they have the car learn the key and then it start for so
many times but the it won't start again and this only happens in the cold and no one can seem
to figure it out. Bernice answered 4 years ago. Battery, bad maintenance, etc. Computer saw the
damage shut the car down but in doing so lost a key. Had to be towed to dealership. Fonzie
Davis Tv6 answered 4 years ago. My car Toyota Camry k miles has been fine until past month..
Turned my AC off and tried What's up with that?? Since then it randomly won't start esp if vents
are on. GuruZTD6Y answered 3 years ago. More Cowbell! My Sentra had a misfire code and
would not start in cold weather. I checked a bunch of stuff over the course of a week and then I
wheeled out a jump starter to spare the battery and the car fired right up. The battery had tested
normal but the jumper set had way more juice. I then upgraded the battery from cranking amps
to cranking amps and the next morning it fired right up and the misfire code cleared out.
GuruT4BZS answered 2 years ago. Sometimes has no spark when cold, then chugs enough to
run. Seems to settle out after a minute or so What is it? GuruB answered 2 years ago. Jedi
mechanic told me to heat up cpu in a. And it starts when i do this Heat up the big silver square
by air box. Good luck hope this helps. Nissan should be responsible for this but wont do
anything about it! OMG, GuruB! You saved me. I did the hair dryer thing, and it worked. Paid a
lot of money for service maintenance; they cleaned the fuel line, replaced spark plugs and I
don't know what else, but after 1 month the car didn't start again when it's really cold. I have a
Nissan Sentra Nannyb34 answered about a year ago. Runs like a champ when its warm out,
won't start at all when its cold. Checked everything. I said no thanks, will wait til spring. This
sucks. Justin answered 4 months ago. I guarantee. For whatever reason if you take the battery
out and soak it in a sink half full of very hot water for a couple hours it will start Still the same
issue with all new engine and parts. Upgraded to higher cca twice on my battery but no matter
the cca, once it gets cold the battery is just not enough to make some connection on its own
will work at first for a while. Literally all you have to do is warm up the battery and it works. Also
if you crank the engine until the battery dies then wait a second and hit it again it will start. The
only consistent fix is to warm the battery. I started taking my battery inside on cold nights and
putting it back in when I leave. Not an ideal fix at all, but I am a very competent mechanic and I
know all the tricks and have access to every database used by dealerships for repair and there
is not a known real fix. In my personal opinion, I believe that there must be some sort of
problem with the firmware of the ecu and how it interacts with some sort of temperature gauge..
I am still diving into this mystery and I will get to the bottom of it eventually. When I do I will be
sure to update everyone, as this is a widespread issue that is not being addressed by Nissan in
the slightest. They just try to blame the consumer. GuruQHGN6 answered 2 months ago. Been
dealing with this for years now and only when it is cold. After reading another forum it was
decided that the problem was the ECM. They recommended taking it off and sending to a
company called SIA Electronics. You can also find them on ebay and they charge Tech called
me today from SIA told me what it was and they repaired it and now are shipping it back to me.
Hoping it will be here at the end of the week and my mechanic can put back on and this be over.
Justin answered 2 months ago. I sent my ecu to sia and they said nothing was wrong but
performed a repair anyways and charged me money for it. Sent the ecu back and what do ya
know my car still does the same thing. P answered 3 weeks ago. Even at 40 F the car wont start.
But anything 50 and above it will. I had my transmittion and started checked, their perfectly fine.
I bought a brand new battery duralast, 12V, amp so its not that. I even just had aen entire fuel
system cleaning from valvoline, brand new spark plus done over the summer and still everytime
it gets cold outside, my car wont start!!! Its so aggivating and its hard for any mechanic to tell
what the problem is especially when I get it jumped. Once its jumped the car comes on right
away once I jump it and I take it to a mechanic, they check the usual ad if theres no issue with
the trans, starter or spark plugs they shrug their shoulders and say "I dont know then". I
considered the fuel pump as the issue as Ive seen many people say that maybe my fuel line is
filling with water and freezing up, thats the only thing left for me to check. Justin answered 3
weeks ago. The problem is in fact the ecu. I solved mine by insulating my ecu. Sounds strange
but I was tired of shelling out money to replace this and that and being broke down every
morning still. My original idea was to run a windshield defroster to a switch and mount it inside
an insulated lunch box over my ecu. I then folded a metal plate and placed it over the whole
thing Well to my surprise I never had to flip the switch on! Since I put that contraption on my
ecu my car has started perfectly even down to 29 degrees and covered in ice and snow! Take it
for what it is but the lunch box was used and the piece of metal was in my garage already so
this was a free fix to a rather lengthy and expensive problem. When it's cold in the morning,

when I haven't driven the car for about 4 hours, the c Also i get a lot of engine vibration. I've
already tested the battery, it's good, also cleaned the battery terminals; replaced the fuel pump
It's a 6 speed manual. And if I turn the car off and back on it seems to stop for a little while then
starts again. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My car won't start when it's cold in the
morning. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Nissan Sentra question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Nissan Sentra Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The aerodynamic exterior,
technology features, and superior performance of the Nissan Sentra make both new and used
models an incredible value. Even the best cars will run into trouble every now and again,
though. As with any car, there are several reasons your Sentra might not start. What your car
does when you turn your key or push your start button can provide clues about the possible
causes of a no-start. This means that nothing happens at all when you try to start your car. This
typically points to some sort of electrical problem. This might mean your battery is ready to be
retired, or you drained the battery by accident by leaving some electrical component on in the
car. The battery can even drain due to inactivity. The quickest solution here is to jump your
battery. If the battery is still good, it will begin to recharge itself. Poor connection of electrical
components may also result in a no-start. The most likely culprit here is corrosion of the battery
terminals. This can be a relatively easy fix if you have the right tools on hand. You can also
check for connectivity issues going to or from the starter. Be careful about any electrical issue,
as dealing with them can be dangerous. Because the Sentra has an optical timing sensor, oil
build up around the distributor can cause the signal to get blocked, keeping the car from
starting. If you notice a buildup of oily sludge at the bottom of your distributor, you should bring
your car in to get it looked at. Your Sentra requires you to be in the park position for the car to
start. Try starting your car from neutral with the brake depressed , and see if this resolves the
issue. Issues with the starter or solenoid plunger can result in a no-start, too. Drop your Sentra
off at Asheboro Nissan to get these parts checked out. This is more likely to require assistance
from a mechanic or technician. Low fuel can also result in issues with the fuel pump, causing
the car to overheat and not start. A clogged fuel system can also keep fuel from reaching the
engine. Replacing the dirty fuel filter is a good solution to this problem. A wide variety of other
issues could result in a no-start. We have listed the most common ones, but if you still
experience issues with your Sentra, or you just want to avoid the hassle of fixing the car
yourself, the service department at Asheboro Nissan provides superior service on all Nissan
cars, trucks, and SUVs. Check out our current service coupons for savings on the service or
parts that you need, and schedule an appointment today. Your car will thank you for it. Helpful
Tips. Connection Issues Poor connection of electrical components may also result in a no-start.
Oil Around Distributor Because the Sentra has an optical timing sensor, oil build up around the
distributor can cause the signal to get blocked, keeping the car from starting. Other possibilities
Your Sentra requires you to be in the park position for the car to start. Other Issues A wide
variety of other issues could result in a no-start. Asheboro Nissan Author archive. Previous
post Next post. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Clutch Starter Safety Switch.
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Pure Energy Starter. WAI Global Starter. Hitachi Starter. Product List Price:. Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Denso Starter. Features: High-voltage tested armature and field coils
to ensure reliable performance Premium copper terminals to ensure a clean source of electrical
current All-new bearings, brushes, and seals Maximum cranking torque under all conditions
Class leaders in size and weight Environmentally designed to start in cold and hot weather
conditions. Notes: Remanufactured Starter -- 1. Remy Starter. AC Delco Starter. BBB Industries
Starter. Image is not vehicle specific. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Nissan Sentra. Vehicle Engine

Transmission Nissan Sentra. Catalog: B. Catalog: Q. Catalog: T. Catalog: A. Vehicle Nissan
Sentra. Catalog: H. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Your Nissan starter is essential to you being able
to turn the key and have your engine start up smoothly. This hard working part will perform this
task reliably, for about 40, to 50, miles, on the average, after which you may detect signs of wear
in the performance of your Nissan starter. Naturally, difficulty in starting is one of the primary
symptoms of trouble with your Nissan starter. However, you may also notice that your
headlights may dim after you start your vehicle, even though they were fine before starting. This
is a subtle sign of a problem with your Nissan starter, as it indicates that your Nissan starter is
drawing more power from the battery than it should. When a Nissan starter starts to fail, it is
often because the brushes and gear teeth start to wear. You'll find that our online catalog
features an excellent selection of Nissan starter replacements, and you're sure to find just what
you need for your year and model. You'll be able to depend on the quality of the Nissan starter
you receive from us, and it will reliably perform its function for just as long, if not longer, than
the original did. Because it is manufactured to be a direct replacement, installation of your new
Nissan starter will be a fairly straightforward process. However, the amount of time that it will
take you will depend on your degree of automotive skill and experience, as well as your specific
year and model, as some engine compartments are packed tighter than others, which will
influence what other parts will have to be removed to allow the old Nissan starter to be removed
and the new one to be put in its place. You can order your Nissan starter online or via our
toll-free telephone number. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Nissan Starter. Refine by:. Starter part. Quantity Sold. Shop Nissan Starter.
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fits 6 Cyl, 3. Page 1 of 10
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an Van Starter. Nissan Versa Starter. Nissan Versa Note Starter. Nissan X-Trail Starter. Nissan
Xterra Starter. Nissan Starter Customer Reviews. Jun 14, It was a positive experience buying
through internet and the person accepting the order was awesome. Now just waiting for the

refund core deposit. I do strongly recommend this company. I know I'll come back if I need to
purchase auto parts in the future. Purchased on Aug 04, Nissan Starter Guides. Helpful
Automotive Resources. To understand the clicking noise, you first need to know how a typical,
modern starting system works. When you turn the key or push the button to start the engine, a
control module or the ignition switch energizes the starter relay. A typical starting circuit. You
might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting.
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